, and made considerable progress on unifying and organizing the study of various "compactness conditions" in locally compact groups. (See [2] , [3] , and [4] .) Grosser [Moore] constitutes a very well-behaved common generalization of compact groups and abelian groups. (See Theorem 3A for the appropriate notion of inverse limit.) Theorem 1 also implies that every Takahashi group is a Moore group, and hence rounds out the Takahashi duality theorem [9] by showing that the dual structure is based on the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations. The inclusion [Tak] C [Moore] helps to clarify the relationships between a large number of "compactness" conditions which are summarized in §5.
2. Definitions and notation. Notation and terminology are taken from Grosser and Moskowitz for those groups which are discussed in [2] is normal in G. The subgroup P of (topologically) periodic elements of R n XM must satisfy PCM, and P is closed by [4, Theorem 3.16 ]. Moreover, [4, Theorem 3.16] shows that G/P is a finite extension of a torsion free abelian group A *=R n XD where the dual group Û is compact connected. Apply Theorem 3E to the action of G on the dual group (i? n )* XD*, and thus obtain an isomorphic copy Di of D such that A -R n XD\ with both factors stable under G. Let H be the inverse image in G of D\, and then define B by applying Theorem 3B to the Kuranishi group G/H.
5.
Definitions and relationships.
5.1.
[FC]~=class of locally compact groups G such that every conjugacy class of G has compact closure. 5.2.
[FD]"~ = class of locally compact groups G such that the derived group G' has compact closure. [Pi]= class of all discrete groups. 5.10.
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